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Introduction 
 

Thank you for purchasing our Showa Denki’s “Dust Collector with Work Table (WRM)” this time. 

We at Showa Denki Co., Ltd., as a special manufacturer of blowers and dust collectors, have 

strived to produce products by making best use of “Flow technology” and “Rotary machine 

technology”. WRM is a dust collector with work table utilizing these “Flow technology” and “Rotary 

machine technology”. In order to demonstrate sufficient performance of this machine and use this 

machine for a long time without malfunctions, read this instruction manual well.  

Keep this manual in a place where workers in charge of maintenance and inspection can easily 

pick up. The latest issue of the instruction manual can be downloaded from the homepage of 

Showa Denki Co., Ltd. (http://www.showadenki.co.jp/pam phlet_download.html) 

 

This manual describes the details from installation to use method of the duct collector with work 

table. 

 

 

 

 

 

Workers in charge of handling and maintenance and inspection of dust collector must receive 

education and training for dust collector. 

 

Caution marks in this manual 

 

The marks in this manual indicate the following details. 

 

This mark indicates that mishandling may cause death and 

serious accidents. 

 

This mark indicates that mishandling may cause personal 

injuries and property damages. 

 

 
This mark indicates prohibited items. 

 
This mark indicates items to which attention should be paid. 

 
This mark indicates items that must be done without fail. 
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CAUTION 
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  Chapter 1 Safety precaution 

 

 

 Absolutely never suck the following items. 

 Ignited cigarette and match and high-temperature powder dust 

 Spark from sander, grinder, etc. 

The filter cloth of dust collector is flammable. The filter cloth may be ignited, resulting 

in fire.  

If a fire should occur in the dust collector, immediately turn off the switch and put 

extinguishant suitable for the dust into the machine from the suction inlet and close 

both the suction inlet and discharge outlet. 

 

 Flammable gases such as gasoline and thinner 

Spark due to inner electric components, static electricity, contact with metal, etc. 

may cause explosion. 

 

 Powder dust such as aluminum, carbon and starch that may cause dust 

explosion 

Dust explosion may be caused. 

 

 Never operate this machine with the main body door open. The door may close due to 

negative pressure, which causes fingers, etc. to be caught. In addition, the motor may 

be overloaded. 

 

 Never ride on the dust collector. Doing so may cause deformation of the dust collector 

or a falling accident. 

 

Metallic powder such as aluminum, magnesium and titanium, grain powder such as 

wheat flour and starch, wood powder, resin powder, flammable powder dust such as 

carbon and flammable gases cannot be sucked by this machine. These powders and 

gases may cause dust explosion due to static electricity in the dust collector. When it is 

necessary to handle such powder dust, be sure to use a product which underwent 

countermeasures against dust explosion. 

 

The design life of this product is 8 years except for consumable parts. If used for a longer time 

than the design life, the risk of occurrence of failure or malfunction may increase due to aging 

deterioration of materials. 

WARNING 
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 Since sucking the following items may cause malfunctions, never suck them. 

 High-temperature gas 

Gas at 40°C or higher may cause insulation failure of internal electric components. 

 Water, oil, adhesive agent and sticky powder dust 

These objects stuck on the filter cloth cannot be shaken off, resulting in clogging. 

 Solid materials such as workpieces and tools except for powder dust 

These objects may damage the duct or filter cloth. 

 Fine powder dust such as carbon (5 μm or less) 

Powder dust may pass through if a standard filter cloth is used. Use a 

high-performance filter cloth. 

 Light powder dust such as feather, cotton dust, paper powder and styrene foam 

These objects may be entangled internally and may not fall. 

 Highly-abrasive powder dust such as glass powder and abrasive 

The filter cloth may be perforated due to wear and powder dust may leak. 

Furthermore, the duct and main body may be perforated. 

 

 Do not apply high pressure to the dust collector by other pressure machines. 

 

 Absolutely never perform speed-up operation using an inverter, etc. 

Doing so may cause a blower to be broken. 

 

 Except for the case where powder dust collected by the dust collector will be reused, 

dispose of it according to national laws and local ordinances in the same manner as 

waste parts such as old filter cloth on which powder dust was stuck. 

If disposing of the dust collector which is not used, recycle the main body as a metal 

waste after removing stuck powder dust. Further, dispose of other objects on which 

powder dust is stuck according to the laws. 

 

This machine targets 5μm or more particle size for a standard filter cloth and 1μm or more particle 

size for an optional high-performance filter cloth. In addition, powder dust amount must be 1g or 

less per air of 1 m3/min. If powder dust is sucked beyond this performance range, it is possible 

that dust passes through the filter cloth, pressure loss of filter cloth increases, or clogging occurs.

CAUTION 
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  Chapter 2 Outline of This Machine 

This dust collector is a machine to separate and collect flying or floating dust in the air when 

performing machining work and handling powder. This machine cannot process a large amount of 

powder for a short time. In addition, it cannot perform shaking-off during operation. If the flow rate 

decreases, stop the operation and perform shaking-off. Continuous operation cannot be made. 

Structure of this dust collector 

Air including dust sucked from the suction inlet is introduced dispersedly into the filter cloth. After 

that, air including dust is filtered by the filter cloth surface, turned into clean air and discharged 

into the outside from the back side through the blower. Dust stuck on the filter cloth surface is 

shaken off from the filter cloth by operating the shaking handle to beat the filtering surface by the 

shaking mechanism. Shaken-off dust is accumulated on the dust pan and can be removed from 

the front door easily. 

 

Name of parts 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 
  

Protective cover 
(Openable) 

Switch 

Shaking handle 

Coupler 

Dust pan 

Filter cloth clip 

Dust collector work 
table 

Hood handle 

Hood 

Exhaust port 

Front door 
Caster 
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  Chapter 3 Installation 

When receiving the product, confirm that the product is the same as per order by checking the 

specifications such as type, voltage and frequency on the nameplate. In addition, check 

accessories also. If damages during transportation and missing parts are observed, contact our 

nearest branch or sales office immediately. 

Dispose of unnecessary packing materials after unpacking properly according to local regulations. 

 

 Install this dust collector in the following places. 

Indoor and a place not exposed to rainwater 

Workrésa is a machine for indoor use. 

Since installing the machine in a place exposed to water may cause an electric shock 

or malfunctions, avoid installing this machine in such a place. 

A place where dew condensation will not occur at normal temperature 

Ambient temperature: 5°C to 40°C 

Humidity: 80% or less  

A horizontal place without vibration 

Installing this machine on a not-flat floor may cause abnormal vibration, resulting in 

falling. 

A place having no dangerous chemicals at a nearby site 

Installing this machine near flammable chemicals such as gasoline and thinner may 

cause an explosion or fire. Use near chemicals generating corrosive gas such as 

hydrochloric acid and sulfuric acid may cause main body and parts to be corroded. 

A place to be maintained easily 

Maintain a space shown at left for dust discharge, filter cloth 

replacement and exhaust air. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit: mm 
  

High temperature and dew condensation may cause 

malfunction of electric parts or electric shock.

4
0

0
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Installation 

 This machine can be easily moved because of being equipped with casters, however, 

use the stoppers provided at the front wheels to lock the machine during operation. 

In addition, avoid operation on a slope. When moving this machine, move it slowly 

on a flat floor. 

 When lifting this dust collector, hold the front bottom part and protruding part on the 

back side by two or more persons as shown in the following photo. 

 

 If the exhaust port is clogged, normal suction power cannot be demonstrated, 

therefore, maintain a sufficient space around the exhaust port. 

Electric wiring 

● Check the power supply of this dust collector with the nameplate and use the 

designated power supply. Operating the machine using power supply other than 

specified may cause malfunctions, resulting in dangerous accidents. 

 Before connecting the power supply, be sure to connect the ground cable. 

 Use a power supply fuse (circuit breaker) suitable for the current upon start-up. 

 Suppress the fluctuation in voltage within ±5% of the rated voltage. 

(Temporary fluctuation in voltage: ±10% or less) 

 Use current within the rated current. 

Rated current 

100V single-phase 220V single-phase 200V three-phase 380V three-phase 

50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 50Hz 60Hz 

6.5A 7.3A 3.1A 3.5A 2.3A 2.3A 1.3A 1.3A 

Commissioning 

 Re-check the following items before commissioning. 

• The power cord and ground cable connection, insulation and voltage within the 

specified value. 

• The main body door is closed completely. 

• No tools, bolts, nuts, etc. are left on the work table. 
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  Chapter 4 Operation 

Daily operation 

Operation steps (1) Check that the front door is closed. 

 (2) Turn on the switch to start operation. 

 

Stop steps (1) Turn off the switch. 

 (2) Perform shaking-off after about two minutes and discharge powder 

dust accumulated on the dust pan. 

 

 Operating this dust collector continuously for a long time may cause the filter cloth to 

be clogged, resulting in decrease in suction power. Therefore, stop the operation 

and perform shaking-off, and discharge powder dust. 

 It is impossible to shake off or discharge dust during operation. 

 After completion of daily operation, discharge dust powder. Wear protective glasses,  

dust-proof mask and gloves during discharging work. 

 After completion of daily operation, discharge liquid from the drain plug. 

 

Shaking-off method 

Pull the shaking handle approx. 3 times while holding the main body with hand to prevent it from 

moving. Return the handle so that the handle does not slack. 

 

 

Coupler 

• The machine is equipped with a coupler for attaching a horse from the compressor. 

Specifications of coupler: Super couple socket (Usable hose diameter: Outside diameter Φ10, 

inside diameter Φ6.5) If using a hose with a different diameter, prepare a coupler according to 

a hose diameter. 

• A coupler for attaching a counterpart-side air tool is included. 

Use this couple as needed. (This couple is attached to the coupler at this dust collector side 

upon shipment.) 

Specifications of couple: High-coupler plug (Counterpart-side attachment size G1/4) 
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Hood 

The door on the hood front side can be slid on the upper part. Operate this machine with the 

door closed. The blowing speed decreases if the door is slid on the upper part. 

 

     

 

Cautions during operation 

 If powder dust is fine, a small amount of powder dust may temporarily pass through 

the filter cloth at the initial stage of operation. After powder dust is entirely stuck on 

the filter cloth, powder dust does not pass through the filter cloth anymore. If powder 

dust still passes through the filter cloth, replace the current filter cloth with an 

optional high-performance filter cloth. 

 Operate this dust collector continuously for a long time may cause the filter cloth to 

be clogged, resulting in decrease in suction power. Stop operation and perform 

shaking-off. 

 Since the dust pan is secured with a spring, it may be slightly caught when pulled 

and inserted. When inserting the pan, push it to the end until it is firmly secured. 

 Be careful not to accumulate powder dust on the dust pan excessively. 

 

 It is impossible to shake off or discharge powder dust during operation. 

 After completion of daily operation, discharge dust. Wear protective glasses, 

dust-prevention mask and gloves during discharging work. 

 Although the life of filter cloth varies depending on use time, characteristics of 

powder dust and dust amount, the usual life is 1 to 2 years. If the suction power is 

not recovered even after shaking-off or shaking-off operation is heavy, replace the 

filter cloth with a new one. 

 The filter cloth is not broken by normal use, however, if the filter cloth should be  

broken, stop operation and replace the filter cloth with a new one. Continuous use  

with the filter cloth broken may cause not only powder dust to be released to the  

atmosphere but also the blower to be damaged. 

 Dispose of powder dust collected by the dust collector in the same manner as waste 

parts such as a replaced old filter cloth according to laws of each country or local 

ordinances. 
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  Chapter 5 Maintenance and inspection 

In order to prevent malfunctions and accidents of this dust collector and use this 

machine for a long time, be sure to maintain and inspect this machine. Be sure to turn 

off the power supply before inspecting the inside. While performing maintenance and 

inspection and replacing the filter cloth, wear protective glasses, dust-proof mask and 

gloves.  

If this machine is applicable to the dust collector specified in the Industrial Safety and 

Health Act (Organic Solvent Ordinance, Lead Ordinance, Specified Chemicals 

Ordinance, Dust Ordinance), inspect this machine according to the periodic 

self-inspection policy specified by law.  

 

 

Inspection item and frequency 

Inspection item Frequency Inspection details 

   

Front door Before 
operation 

Is the door closed completely? 

Dust pan  Is dust discharged? 

Drain pan  Is liquid discharged? 

   

Motor load current Once/day Inspect by ammeter on control panel, etc. 

Exhaust condition  Does dust pass through the filter? 

Vibration of blower  Is there no abnormal vibration or abnormal sound? 

Shaking device  Is there no abnormal sound or operation failure? 

   

Filter cloth 
attachment condition 

Once/month Is there no detachment, looseness, breakage, etc.? 

Each electric wiring  Is insulation proper? Is there no looseness in the 
terminal? 

   

Inside of main body Once/year Clean stuck dust powder. 

Main body  Is there no corrosion or clearance? 
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Filter cloth replacing method 

(1) Pull up the filter cloth clip toward you.  (2) Pull out the filter cloth and lower the 
front side of the filter cloth and pick up 
the filter cloth. 

 

  

  

  

(3) Insert a new filter cloth in the direction 
shown in the following photo, and 
check that it is inserted into the groove 
of the end push it fully. 

 (4) Lift up the front side of the filter cloth to 
secure it in an original condition with 
the filter cloth clip. 

 

  

   

 

Shaking rope tension adjustment 

In the case where the looseness of the shaking handle is large or the filter cloth was replaced, 

adjust the shaking rope tension. 

(1) Loosen the two wing nuts for the rope 
holder and let the shaking handle 
come in contact with the main body. 
(Remove the filter cloth.) 

 (2) While pulling the rope end, rotate the 
rope holder in the arrow direction by 2 
to 3cm. 

 

 
 

  

 

(3) Tighten the wing screws of the rope 
holder while pulling the rope. 

   

 

 

Detail of rope holder 

   

Pay attention to 
the direction.

Rope 

Rope holder 

Note) Even after the rope tension was adjusted, some 
air leakage may occur from the rope passing-through 
part, however, it will not affect the performance of this 
dust collector. 
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If the rope is cut or worn severely, replace it with a new one. 

Replacement rope 
Starter rope 

(Nylon solid braided rope) 
Φ4 mm  50 to 60 cm 

Ropes are also available from home center, etc. 

 

Size of replacement filter cloth 

Size of filter cloth 
Number of used 

cloths 

420 mm x 420 mm x 75 mm 1 

Use our genuine filter cloth for replacement. 

Wear protective glasses, dust-proof mask and gloves during replacement work. 

 

Troubleshooting 

Status of 

malfunction 
Cause Countermeasures 

The blower motor 

does not start. 

• The power supply is not 

turned on. 

• The thermal protection is 

working. 

 

• The motor malfunctions. 

 

• Turn on the power. 

 

• Investigate a cause and solve 

abnormalities to restart. 

 

• Inspection, replacement (Consult with our 

company.) 

Abnormal sound 

from the blower 

Abnormal 

vibration  

• Breakage of motor 

bearing 

• Invasion of foreign 

materials 

• Unbalance of impellers 

 

• Replacement of bearing（or replacement of 

motor） 

• Removal of foreign materials 

• Cleaning of impellers 

• Correction of unbalance (Consult with our 

company.) 

Passing through 

of powder dust  

• Breakage and 

detachment of filter cloth

• Deterioration of packing 

• Too fine powder dust 

• Replacement of filter cloth, reattachment 

 

• Replacement of packing 

• Replace the current filter with a 

high-performance filter. 

Suction power is 

weak. 

• Clogging of suction piping

• Clogging of filter cloth 

• Remove clogging  

 

• Refer to the next item 

Clogging of filter 

cloth 

• Life of filter cloth 

• The characteristics of 

powder dust is bad. 

• Replacement of filter cloth 

• It is necessary to take other 

countermeasures. 
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Specifications 

Frequency 50/60Hz 

Blowing speed of hood opening 1.2m/sec 

Dimensions of main body 545  537  1281H 

Mass of main body 65kg 

 

 

Outside dimensions (mm) 

 

 

Switch 

Shaking handle 

Acrylic board 

Hood 
opening 

Drain 

Protective cover 
(openable) 

Closed

Open 

Coupler 
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  Chapter 6 Warranty regulations 

If a malfunction occurs though this product has been used in normal conditions according to 

cautions in the instruction manual and labels attached to the main body, the malfunctioned 

product will be repaired free of charge. 

Warranty period 

The warranty period shall be 12 months after the date of delivery. 

Warranty range 

If a malfunction occurs due to manufacturing failures under normal use conditions within the 

warranty period, parts in question shall be repaired or replaced free of charge. 

However, secondary loss such as loss in opportunity or loss in operation due to malfunction 

shall be out of warranty range. 

 

In the following cases, the user must pay repair cost even within the warranty period. 

 Malfunctions and damages due to wrong use and improper repair and modification not in 

accordance with the cautions in the instruction manual, attached labels, etc. 

 Malfunctions and damages due to transportation, falling, etc. after purchasing 

 Malfunctions and damages due to environmental factors such as fire, earthquake, wind and 

flood damage, lightning stoke, other natural disasters, salt damage and pollution, abnormal 

voltage, use of power supply (voltage, frequency) other than specified, etc. 

 Malfunctions and damages due to repair and modification by parties other than our company 

(including drilling into the product) 

 Malfunctions and damages due to use of parts other than specified by our company 

 Malfunctions and damages due to sucking powder dust other than discussed with our 

company 

 Malfunctions and damages due to breakage of filter cloth and packing by sucking a sharp 

material 

 Failures such as discoloration or flaws with age or due to use for a long time and natural 

deterioration of consumable parts. 

 Malfunctions or damages induced by failure to perform maintenance and inspection 

specified in the instruction manual 

 Consumable parts such as filter cloth and packing 

 

* Note 

(1) The details of this instruction manual is subject to change without notice. 

(2) We have expended all possible means to the details of this instruction manual, however, if 

there is an unclear point, error or omission, contact our nearest branch or sales office. 

(3) If the frequency of power supply is changed due to change of use place, the fan must be 

replaced. Contact our nearest branch or sales office. 

(4) When inquiring about the warranty with us, inform us of the type and manufacturing number 

described in the product nameplate together. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Notes ：We are not responsible for any accident or breakdown caused by different/wrong use from this 

manual, and improper repair or remodeling. 

 

 
Business Promotion Dpt. 

1-25 Shinden Kita-machi, Daito-city, Osaka, Japan 574-0052 

Tel: +81-72-870-5708   Fax: +81-72-870-7243 

Email: sales@showadenki.co.jp  

http://www.showadenki.co.jp 
 


